Suzuki samurai alternator swap

Let's face it, that sissy little 40amp Samurai alternator just doesn't cut the mustard when you
throw a winch, lights, or modern stereo on your Zuk. Its time to give your Samurai a charge! The
alternator is a Delco si that you supply and is available at pretty much any auto parts store, alt.
It is found on General Motors cars built from until As a rule of thumb, the more factory electrical
accessories on the vehicle it came from, the higher the amperage. Most you will find from a
salvage yard are going to be in the 80amp range Alternator mounting bracket. Fits high output
DC alternators! This alternator can easily be built to put out amps with parts available at
alternator shops. Please pay close attention to our instructions as incorrect wiring can fry the
regulator. Call our store if you have questions on this during installation. Starter Fix. This great
little kit does more than stop that frustrating clicky starter it also gives your starter the power
it's been starving for!!! If you get in and turn the Key to start your Zuki, and you find it has the
dreaded Click Syndrome, then this is the fix it needs. Don't delay in getting this High quality and
easy to install kit Installs easily in about 5 to 10 min. All wire is 14 gauge Automotive
cross-linked wire , OEM is 18ga. Everything you need to install this is included, Except the
Screwdriver. Also a great kit to help prevent solenoid detrioration as it delivers more direct
power to the starter. Online Support. Pictured to the left is our amp alternator kit mounted up.
We introduce super simple installation hardware for a Delco alternator. Delco Samurai
Alternator kits. Starter Fix Sick of the clickity, click, click??? JavaScript seems to be disabled in
your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of
this website. Rest assured that your order is our top priority. As a result, we are currently
unable to refund shipping costs in the event your order delivery is delayed. Hover or touch to
zoom. Click right or left side or swipe to see more images. Tap to zoom tap again to zoom out.
Swipe right or left for more images. Availability: In stock. Download Installation Instructions.
Looking to run bigger lights, a winch, or even just a better stereo system but still running with
that tiny stock alternator? Upgrade to a common larger alternator. A donor alternator can be
found in just about any GM vehicle built from until or they're easily found at auto parts stores,
alternator repair shops, and junkyards. The models are Delco 10si or 12si. The more factory
electrical accessories there are on the donor vehicle, the higher the amperage. This alternator
can easily be built to put out amps with parts available at alternator shops. Register or login
here. Advanced Search. My Account Log In Policies. Products Toggle Navigation. Add to Cart.
Add to Compare. Connect the red wire from the GM alternator pig-tail to the alternators positive
output. Connect the positive output on the alternator to the battery with a replacement
larger-gauge battery cable. Suzuki 1. Bolt Checkout. Sign in Please enter your email below and
we will send you a new password. Login Forgot Your Password? Create New Account. Back to
Form Login Send Password. Back to Form Login Submit. Other Social Login. Is that chirping I'm
hearing at startup the SamiAlt groaning?? Not sure about he chirping but I think the stock alt is
35 amps. Only Then even an upgrade to a minimal IS alt would be an improvement. Stock is
actually around I think the Tracker was bumped up to Still not major output. Is it chirping? Don't
know. I'd have to hear it in person. Check your belt tension. If it's loose, it's quite possible that
it's chirping. The alternator is under a big load immediately after startup, as it's trying to charge
the battery up quickly from turning that big starter motor. When it's under load, it's harder to
turn, and the loose belt is more likely to slip. Should you swap for a GM alt? If you're still mostly
stock, then you're probably fine. If you're trying to run banks of off-road lights, a big stereo, a
winch, and whatever else, then you should probably look into an upgrade. I've always heard the
original OEM alt. I do know that all current available alts are I used a cheap and easy to get 78
amp version from a late 80s 6 cyl. You won't regret it. I too have always heard that OEM Sammy
alts were 35 amps. But because Catfish and I were going back and forth on another thread I did
not want to contridict him here as I did not want it to look like I was trying to have a problem
with him which in no way at all do I have at all I think the OEM alts are 35 amps and the newer
replacement alts from the rebuilders auto part stores are now 55 amps. Samurai is 45 says it in
the FSM. Trackick is The chirping you hear at startup could be the belt squealing. If it is glazed
or not tight enough it will make noise. I'll look at the belt 1st. Maybe all it needs is a little
attention. Quote from: skyhiranger on Thursday, Aug 25, , AM. Quote from: catfishblues on
Thursday, Aug 25, , AM. GM swap is super easy and a heck of a lot easier to find alts in
junkyards. Or reuse the stock bracket using holeshots write up on ZK. It made a heck of a
difference on mine. My headlights were wired with relays and are super bright now with the new
alt. It was like going from stock wiring to relays. With a larger battery and the 94amp alt it will
power the winch nicely. The information you seek is in the FSM. Download a copy and the
supplement too. If you're serious about your Samurai, you really should have a free, electronic
copy for yourself. The supplement states on page "The maximum output of this alternator is
50A. Its structure and operation are the same as the one used for the '88 model vehicle. The
component parts also remain the same except the rotor. If you add heavy-duty off-road lights, a

winch or other heavy electrical current drawing devices, a step up in alternator output is a good
idea. Belt tension is always somewhat problematic -- too loose and it squeals, too tight and the
bearing will fail. No alternator you can fit in a Samurai can provide this much current. Plan on a
deep-discharge NOT starting! For reference, several eBay sellers offer them. TrailTough and
others sell a ready-made bracket. This is a popular subject and much discussed, here and
elsewhere. You can quickly benefit from others' experience by searching. Quote from: crispin
on Wednesday, Aug 24, , PM. Quote from: ecoast on Thursday, Aug 25, , AM. Other than not
being able to jump start people very well, I'm never noticed any problems with my teenie-weenie
alternator. I did, however replace the group 26 cca battery with one that has cca I think it's a
group Driving in the snow at night with the radio on. Running the windshield wipers, heater,
headlights, and radio puts a drain on the system, seemed the first thing to suffer was the
headlights. Or running headlights and fog lights wired with relays, and wipers. You could see
the lights dim with the wipers. I've noticed my zuk being effected by limp amperage. Specially
when i went to tow my tintop out to sell it to a guy. It's an embarrassing problem that many zuks
suffer from. And obviously mine does not suffer alone So you guys are saying that an XL7 alt
will hook up with no mods and give plenty of power? Thanks Steve. Mine came from an 80's
Cadillac Deville. I'm sure Buicks would also have them, most Buicks are loaded. If you're after a
12si alt look at the fins on the back, the 94amp alts have angled fins. The 78amp alts have
straight fins. Check out holeshot's write up on ZK, lots of good info on there. Looking to run
bigger lights, a winch, or even just a better stereo system but still running with that tiny stock
alternator? Upgrade to a common larger alternator. The models are Delco 10si or 12si. The more
factory electrical accessories there are on the donor vehicle, the higher the amperage. This
alternator can easily be built to put out amps with parts available at alternator shops. Powered
by WordPress. Designed by. Yotamasters Quality parts and service. Search for:. Description
Additional Information Product Description Details: Suzuki Samurai GM Alternator Conversion
Bracket Looking to run bigger lights, a winch, or even just a better stereo system but still
running with that tiny stock alternator? Connect the red wire from the GM alternator pig-tail to
the alternators positive output. Connect the positive output on the alternator to the battery with
a replacement larger-gauge battery cable. Additional Information Weight 2. Related Products
Sale! Load more Follow us on Instagram! Our Partners. Call Us Payment Forms Accepted.
Secure site. All Rights Reserved. Hello Guest. They only draw a few amps even when on hi.
Once again, they only draw a few amps when running. I'm also pulling out the radio. I'm not sure
what I'm going to do for music yet, but I may just run a bluetooth connection to a couple of
speakers in the stock location and use my phone or tablet as a music source. I'm also going to
fo through and swap out as many bulbs in the Sami as possible to LEDs. There wont be many
since the bumpers I have selected come with new lights built in and they eliminate all of the
stock lights. I will add a winch some time next year, but the infrequent use of it will really not
nessicitate a larger alternator, just a larger battery for reserve. I don't have AC in mine, but the
blower motor for the heater does pull some good amps on start up. I can't do much about that
other than not use it. I do have plans for on-board air, but by eliminating and carefully selecting
other parts, I think it's doable on the stock set up. Derek I would defiantly start by upgrading the
battery system first. A larger alt. There no such thing as free power if so you would be rich. If
you have the reserve in the battery for the few times you winch you should be fine. Now if you
pulling cable all the time then yes you need to upgrade both. A large alt. Other items that help
are high output LED lights and such to lessen the draw. Jonny Rash I guess I must be the
exception. I've never had any problems with the stock altenators-even with using Warn 8,lb
winches. The stock alternator is marginal with a totally stock vehicle. It's been over a year now
and not a lick of problems. You just have to modify your top bracket and choose your own alt
and do the wiring yourself which is easy. Wow just checked out adventure-off-rd. Medford A bit
of trim and beating to make the front work. You can use the stock Samurai by cutting and re
welding the bracket. I did mine and it worked really good. Couple hours labor. I used a saturn
alternator that puts out amps. The nice thing about this is its high output so even at idle its
putting somewhere in the 70 something amps. Merlin- I know this post i
2008 nissan sentra power window switch
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s old, but can you give me the web site of the conversion you were referring to? Are you still
liking this upgrade? Would you have done anything different? And are you talking about a sami
or trackick? Merlin93 Two W lights draw another 15A or so. The stock 35A alternator can
probably supply that much additional current if you start with a fully-charged battery. A winch
can easily draw A for tens of minutes while you're winching. No alternator you can fit in a

Suzuki will supply this much current, so you'll need at least one good deep-discharge battery to
make up the difference. A high-output alternator will both re-charge the battery faster and
reduce the battery drain while winching. I bought my high-output alternator kit from Paul,
"adventure-off-rd" on eBay. He has a well-designed upgrade kit for the CS alternator. He has a
no-splice, foolproof alternator field connection I've not yet seen anywhere else. Edit: Oops!
Doesn't really change the conclusions though. San Diego Sam SMF 2.

